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This layer-1 blockchain is challenging the centralization trend in the industry by going for decentralized
governance and on-chain democracy. [AD]👇
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How layer-1 blockchains can solve the blockchain trilemma
Blockchain technology is facing a growing centralization trend, which could compromise its core principl...
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👀 Failure to rally might see #BTC sliding to $38K. The market is ripe with anticipation for a possible
dramatic turnaround.
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BTC price analysis sees $38K next if Bitcoin fails to rally bulls
Bitcoin bulls need to step in to avoid $38,000, but BTC price optimism around a short squeeze is building.
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After spending three months behind bars, Three Arrows Capital co-founder Su Zhu says prison was a "really
enjoyable experience" and it provides a magical feeling where you "feel a kinship with your ancestors." 
... See more
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‘Enjoyable experience’ — Su Zhu loved his 3 months in Singapore prison
Three Arrows Capital co-founder Su Zhu described his three-month prison sentence as being “really enjo...
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📈 Despite a $76M outflow on day seven, the market outlook isn't all gloom. The cumulative inflows exceed
$1.1 billion, indicating a resilient and growing interest.
... See more
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🚨 SCAM ALERT 🚨 We've been made aware of scammers impersonating Cointelegraph.

👉 Cointelegraph does not issue airdrops. ... See more
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Digital asset manager CoinShares has tipped a Bitcoin-based stablecoin to emerge in 2024 and potentially
rival the speed and cost of other stablecoins on the market. The firm described 2024 as a "pivotal year for
Bitcoin in the stablecoin arena."... See more
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Bitcoin-based ‘rival’ to modern stablecoins to emerge soon — CoinShares
Bitcoin-based stablecoins will become “easily accessible” to users in 2024 and could rival stablecoin act...
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Interview: MoonDAO co-founder Pablo Moncada spoke to Cointelegraph about his DAO's lofty ambition to
establish a self-sustaining colony on the moon by 2030. 
... See more
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Lunar colony ‘unlikely’ by 2030 but that’s not the point; MoonDAO
MoonDAO co-founder Pablo Moncada says that DAOs could be the next major evolution in the way socie...
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Bitcoin's price recently fell below $40,000, reaching a six-week low.
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Bitcoin price falls to 6-week low under $40K — What’s next for BTC?
Bitcoin price falls to a 6-week low under $40,000. Is the bull market over?
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The FTX Estate, responsible for managing the assets of the bankrupt cryptocurrency exchange FTX,
reportedly sold a significant portion of its holdings in Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC).
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FTX estate sold most of its Grayscale Bitcoin Trust Shares: Report
Alameda Research had previously sued Grayscale for allegedly creating a “self-imposed redemption ban.”
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In the United States presidential race, pro-cryptocurrency candidates Vivek Ramaswamy and Ron DeSantis
have withdrawn from the competition.
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Pro-crypto US presidential candidates quit, Trump to ‘never allow’ CBDC: Law Decoded
While Donald Trump takes an anti-CBDC stance, four states introduced legislation opposing a central ba...
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